Imagine if your business cards were
DIGITAL, TOUCHLESS, AND ALWAYS WITH YOU?

Seriously?

Your best first impression awaits...
88% of paper business cards are thrown out within a week. LookBookLink is much easier to share and you never have to print more or worry that you don’t have it handy when someone asks for your card.

- Set up is quick and easy
- May be shared via Custom Link, or QR code.
- May be bookmarked or saved to mobile home screens
- Enables viewers to add contact info to mobile or computer address books with one-click

Who: LookBookLink • Your digital business card had arrived.
What: A fully customizable digital business card called LookBookLink.
Why: We supply a better business card for you while creating powerful new sales and marketing funnels at a very low cost.
Cost: $4.16 per month per person charged annually for $50.

LookBookLink
LookBookLink.co